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The Structural Transformation

• The structural transformation of the economy is defining 
characteristic of economic growth, both as cause and as effect 
(Syrquin, 2006). 

• The phases of the agricultural transformation (Timmer, 1988)
1. Mosher: Agriculture is the main activity and employer
2. Johnston and Mellor: Agricultural starts to generate surpluses that 

can be invested outside of the sector and releases labour
3. Schulz/Ruttan: The investment of surpluses causes non-ag 

productivity to increase at a faster rate
• Extract greater surpluses = greater growth => “squeeze agriculture”
• Diverging productivity -> earnings gap between agriculture and rest 

of the economy -> political tensions -> subsidies

4. D.G. Johnson: Productivity gap closed – Ag and labour share equal



The Structural Transformation

• As policy makers We want the structural transformation to 
succeed: Cause & effect of economic growth but it is not inevitable 

• Binswanger-Mkhize, 2014:
• Classic transformation: China and South Korea 
• Stunted: India
• Failed: South Africa

• Emerging evidence that:
• Timmer 2004: Underlying country fundamentals are important
• Losch et al 2011: Large heterogeneity between countries. Context has 

to be taken into account when formulating policy. 

• SA maize industry1886-1948 provides an historical example of the 
mechanism that drove the transition from suppression to support



The early maize industry

• Before mineral discoveries- subsistence agriculture within the 
interior 

• Rapid supply response by black and white farmers after discoveries 

• Production
• Increases from 360 to 860 thousand tons between 1904 and 1911
• Increases to 3 millions tons by 1948

• Area planted 
• Increases from 1.5 million ha in 1911 to 4 million by 1930
• Increases to 5 million by 1948

• Trade - surpluses
• Farmers start to produce a surplus by the early 1900s
• 42 000 tons exported in 1907 and 1908, 1 million tons 1926



The Early Maize 



Stakeholders: Controlling the state

• Trapido (1972), Morrel (1988): Alliance between Gold & Maize:
• Alliance between maize farmers and the mines
• Alliance not with “farmers” in general – specifically large farmers
• Why? Mines had acquire maize for their workers, farmers had to 

find secure market
• Collectively supported the South African Party (SAP) pre-1924

• Counter balance
• First cooperatives established in 1908
• Central Agency (CA) of cooperatives established market cooperative 

maize collectively – captured
• Limited success – by the 1920s only 6 300 farmers had joined
• Growing prominence of the National Party



Stakeholders

Oversimplification



Breakdown of the alliance

• Low maize prices
• Halved between 1911 and 1933 - Recovered 1920 levels by 1954

• Pro-(smaller) farmer National Party elected in 1924

• Larger farmers cast in their lot with smaller farmers -
cooperative membership rises to  86,700 by the 1930s

• Marketing act of 1937, substantially increasing state involvement 
in marketing of agricultural products. 
• State as the sole buyers and seller of agricultural produce
• Only implemented by 1941 – emphasis on striking a balance
• Greatest price support post 1950 if gauged against the US price

• Golden age of support only after the 1948 National Party victory



Real maize prices: SA vs US



Government spending on Agriculture



Summary and conclusions

• Recent literature on the structural transformation stresses
1. The heterogeneity in development paths between countries 
2. The importance of taking country fundamentals into account 

when formulating policy

• We support this literature by illustrating SA agriculture’s 
transition from suppression to support
• Mines, large farmers and the state
• Small and large farmers, and the state farmer groupings and the 

state

• Development policy should be mindful of a country’s position 
within the transformation path and the relationships between 
stakeholders
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